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1 • .IN.• QDUÇTIQN. 

In accordance with the recommendation of the Second General Conference of 
UNIDO held in Lima during March 1975 and the First Consultation Meeting on 
the Fertilizer Industry in Vienna on January 197?, this paper presents facts 
for regional co-operation in Latin America. Many opportunities for regional 
co-operation are cover in this paper, also includes a brief description of the 
objectives of several international entities located in the Region, with common 
interests. 

Should be recognized the seriousness of the backlog in Latin America in terms 
of fertilizers production and usage,  its dependence on imports notwithstanding 
its emerging as important nitrogen producer and all the assorted infrastructure 
problems that the Region is facing. In concecuence, useless will be the efforts 
of regional co-operation and integration or implementation, if objectives are 
not practical, feasible and realistic. 



ii. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. CONCLUSIONS 

It is a fact, that the Region imported during 1976-77 approximately 2.93 million 
tons of NPK nutrients and most probably will have to irnpoit about 3.75 million 
tons by 1981-82. 

It is a fact, the backlog in Latin America in terms of fertilizer iroduction and 
usage, which is due to its late start up in learning the benefits in improving 
crop yields through the application of chemical fertilizers. 

It is a fact, the Latin America historical dependence on imported fertilizers. 

It is a fact, that the Region registers one of the lowest consumptions ratios of 
NPK per hectare and equivalent to approximately 5 percent of the worlds total. 

It is a fact, that the Regions has ample and important reserves of natural gas 
and oil, and is emerging as one of the largest nitrogen producers. 

It is a fact, that nitrogen production capacity utilization may often be as low 
as 50 percent, and it is probable therefor that approximately 2.27 million tons 
of nitrogen, which converted into terms of anhydrous aranonia, represents at 
current prices a net loss of about 261 million dollars yearly through 1982. 

It is a fact, that the Regions has a yearly deficit of approximately 80,000 tons 
of nitrogen which at current prices is valued in 92.7 million dollars; about 
i .2 million tons of P205 through 1982 with an stimated value of 108 million 
and requires 1.5 million tons of K20 curently valued in approximately 137.5 
million. This represents a net foreign exchange loss to their economies of 
338.2 million dollars per year through 1982. 

It is a fact, that the dependence of the Region on imported fertilizers is largely 
benefited by producers located outside Latin America. 

It is a fact, that several fertilizers projects have been inhibited due to out of 
proportion increments, dumping by producers and limited supply of basic 
feedstocks. 

It is a fact, that due to assorted infrestructure problems within the Region and 
special interests of each Latin American country, agreements to liberalize 
trade barriers at all Regional levels, to allocate fertilizer production plants, 
preference in purchases and transportation all this through the premises and 
objectives of ALALC, questionable results ha%/e been obtained. 
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It is a fact, that for the first time Latin America fertilizers Congresses have 
been organized with great attendance and interest throughout the world. 

It is a fact, that Regional buyers have obtained significative savings on 
imported fertilizers due to Adifal's proper advice regarding international 
market conditions. 

It is a fact, that associates of Adifal are learning of Regional surpluses and 
requirements of fertilizers and basic raw materials. 

It is a fact, that Adifal is giving current information regarding when and where 
to buy corresponding savings and benefits. 

It is a fact, that Joint purchasing and the'stablishment of multinational 
enterprises are unrealistic at this time. 

It is a fact, the limited regional co-operation in training in fertilizer complexes, 
including plant operation and administrative procedures. 

It is s fact, limited expertised and economic resources   and development of 
technology, for market surveys, to identify reliable sources of supply, to 
operate plants and adequate personnel for international trading acquainted with 
the industry of fertilizers. 

It is a fact, there are continuos changes of personnel in the fertilizers 
industry to its detriment. 

It is a fact, the limited financing and human resources available in the Region 
to build í nd properly operate fertilizer plants. 

And it is a fact, that the objectives of regional co-operation and its opportunities, 
must be ¿Tactical, feasible and realistic. 

2. RECOMMENDATION 

Having identified the most important facts that have produce the backlog in the 
development of the Regions fertilizer industry in detriment to its economy, facts 
not only particular to Latin America. At a world level among countries with 
developing merket economies who have undoubtedly similar problems to those 
of Latin Americo, it is highly recommended that in addition to the efforts currently 
being made, with the assistance and participât*Dn of all regional associations 
and similar, including enterprises, the back up of UNIDO and the World Bank, 
to form the "DEVELOPING COUNTRIES FERTILIZER PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION", 
whose purpose and objectives should be as follows: 



-Being recognized that the origen of the fertilizers industry backlog in 
countries with developing market economies is the backwardness in making 
use of its raw materials, the lack of financing, the know-how and human 
expertise, including the increasing dependence on imports in detriment to 
their economies, 

-It is necessary to improve the exchange of information about regional surpluses 
and requirements in order to avoid dumping. 

-To e:: xperiencos in the- rational use of fertilizers to minimize imports. 

-To exchange experiences in the use of other fertilizers such as liquids and 
solutions to reduce dependence on the historical imported fertilizers. 

-To improve expertise in plant operation and international marketing by 
financing the training af capable personnel. 

-To improve the expertise in plant operations through dynamic agreements of 
co-operation in order to better the current yields of production. 

-To improve the expertire in marketing research making use oí the regions 
human resources. 

-To stablish a system of communication available to all subscribers, with the 
purpose of informing of current world tendencies and conditions which directly 
or undirectly might affect the agro-fertilizer industry. 
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1 .BACKGROUND 

1. The rapid growht of the worlds population has crated food production 
problems, such as in Latin America and in order to have better crop yields, 
it is necessary to improve the usage of water,  insoctieides, handling of 
agricultural equipment, the techniques of fertilizers application and its use, 
including an adequate infraestructure in transport and distribution, and 
availability of fertilizers. 

2. Even though Latin America is emerging as  an important fertili^/ ;::o'7ucer, 
it is still a net importer (Table 1); during the period 19 76-77,  the K-¿ion 
imported approximately 2.93 million tons of N P K nutrients and by 1301-82, 
the imports are estimated in 3.75 million. 

1.1 FERTILIZER USAGE 

3. The use of fertilizers in developed countries started over 100 years ago. 
According to statistics published in the FAO Production Yearbook, 1974 the 
developed countries during 1974 consumed an average of 1 09 kg of N P K 
nutrients per hectare whereas the developing countries average only 22; 
I^tin America uses 36.3 kg. 

4. In the Region the use of fertilizers in significant quatitites just started 
in 1950 and when the countries of Latin America notice the benefits in terms 
of better crop yields, many agricultural programs including high quantities 
of fertilizers application were developed. At the same time, started the massive 
importation of different fertilizer products. 

5. The above has caused a backlog in Latin America in terms of feitilizers 
production   and usage." Hence, its historical dependence on imports, in benefit 
to those producers who are taking advantage of this market to dump their 
surplus. 

NITROGEN 
6. Currently, the worlds consumption of nitrogen fertilizer is of approximately 
49.57 million tons and 2.52 million in Latin America, representing 5 percent of the 
worlds total and 25 percent of the consumption in countries with developing 
market economies. By 1981-82, the worlds demand is estimated at 63.09 
million tons of nitrogen and which represents an annual average increase of 6.5 
percent; for the Region are estimated 3.49 million tons and 9.5 percent 
(Table 2).   The Latin America deficit through the next five years will average 
800,000 tons of nitrogen per year (Table 1). 



PHOSPHATE 
7. At present the world consumos anproximately 26.28 million tons of P205 
whilst the Region only 1.77, equivalent to 6.7 percent of the worlds total 
consumption and 40 percent of that, in countries with developing market 
economies. 

8. The projected world demand of P205 for 1981-82, is of approximately 35.15 
million tons including 2.67 in Latin America. The worlds consumption will 
increase at an average yearly rate of 6.4 percent and 7.7 in the Region (Table 3). 
The Region iv.is a yearly deficit of over one million tons of P205 through the 
next five years (Table !). 

POTASH 
9. During the current period of 1977-78, approximately 24.95 million tons 
oí K20  will be consumed through   out the world and 1.31 in the Latin American 
r  j'on, equivalent to about 5 percent of the worlds consumption and 50 percent 
of that, which is consumed in countries with developing market economies. 
By 1981-82, world consumption is estimated in 29.64 million tons of K20 and 
for the Region 1.84 (Table 4). It is estimated that Latin America, will import 
an average of 1.5 million tons of K20 per year during the next five years 
(Table 1). 

10. Through the poriod 1976-82, it is estimated that the worlds consumption 
will grow at at! average annual rate of 5.6 percent and 11.7 in the Region. 

NPK NUTRIENTS 
11. At present, the world consumes a total of 88.67 million tons of N P K 
nutrients and the Latin American region only 4.49 equivalent to 5 percent of 
the world total consumption and about 50 percent  of that which Is consumed 
in countries with develoDing market economies. A world demand of 127.86 
million tons of N P K as nutrients are anticipated for 1981-82, including an 
estimated 8.0 million tons for the Region. 

1 •2 FERTILIZER PRODUCTION 

12. Production of chemical fertilizers in the Latin American region, started 
about 25 years ago and yet is not sel sufficient. 

NITROGEN 
13. Due to the ample reserves of natural gas located in Latin America, the 
Region is emerging as important producer of nitrogen. Has had enough production 
capacity to cover nitrogen demand, however due to assorted infraestructura 
problems,  this has not been sufficiently utilized since capacity utilization may 
often be as low as 50 percent. According to Table 6, through 1982 the Region 
will lose production capacity equivalent to an average of 2.27 million tons 
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of nitrogen per year, which converted into terms of onhydrous ñminonia, 
at current prices (US $95.00 per metric ton, f.o.b.) h?is a value of approximately 
261   million dollars. 

PHOSPHATE 
14. The Region has a deficit and its industry basically dcp».-ids on imported 
phosphate rock. Deposits of economic importance have been found in Brazil, 
Colombia, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela; tome of trv m ore currently exploited 
and others, at the planning stage. At p: e    ut .'¡ir'.>c' '• -.,-, . i;-¡city ;s of 
approximately 400,000 tons of p!-ot;phc.-'."; 'P) T 0.91-    nl,fnn t —•- of P205 
(Table 7). Large projects being developed in ".-e 'il ~. d 'w- -co,  ..ill double 
the Regions production capacity before 1982. 

POTASH 
15. There is very little potash content in the Chilean nitrate; p-ji    sura 
deposits of economic importance have not been found in the Region. 

1 .3 DEPENDENCE ON IMPORTS OF FERTILIZERS 

16. As has been pointed out, the Region through the next five ycc<-s will have 
the following deficits (Table 1): 

NITROGEN-the Region has a deficit of approximately 80,000 tons of parogen 
per year and at current prices (US Í 95.00 per metric ton of NH3, 
f.o.b.) have a value of $92.7 million dollars. 

PHOSPHATE-nearly 1.2 million tons of P205 per year will be the Rereis 
deficit through 1982. This tonnage in terms of phosphate lock with 
30% P205 at US $27.00 per metric ton, f.o.b., has a value of 
approximately $108 million dollars or 141 million at $118.00 per 
metric ton of P205 as H3P04, f.o.b. 

POTASH-since the Region is not a producer, through the next five ye..rs the 
imports will amount to 1.5 million tons of K20 per year. At a price 
of US $55.00 per metric ton of KCl, f.o.b., the above tonnage 
is valued in 137.5 million dollars. 

17. The Region will import approximately 338.2 million dollars worth as 
anhydrous ammonia, phosphate rock and potassium chloride. 

1 -4 EFFECT OF HIGH PRICES OF FERTILIZERS,  ON FERTILIZER USAGE 
AND AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT. 

18. The slowness in learning the benefits of increasing crop yields by applying 



fertilizers to soil, the backlog in building fertilizers production plants to 
cover domestic requirements and the previous assorted infrastructure   problems, 
have created an economic dependence of the Latin American region in benefit 
to countries with developed market economics and ur.der some circumstances, 
become instruments of international politics. 

19. The LatinAmerican region have been exposed to wide fluctuations of the 
international market including, both price and availability with its economic 
co.ncocuenccs. 

20. Early during the last decade, prices for anhydrous ammonia varied slightly, 
from $60 to 70 dollars per ton, f.o.b. It was not until 1967, when price 
increased above those mentioned, however declining to less than $30 dollars 
during 1967, amidst world wide dumping. At the same time 1972 represnts the 
btgining of wild price increases and speculation leading to prices of about 
$500.00 dollars per ton. From 1975 to the present days, anhydrous ammonia 
prices have declined and forecasts indicate the trend will continue. It should 
be mentioned that all nitrogen base fertilizers such as urea, ammonium sulphate 
and ammonium nitrate have followed similar patterns of the supply-demand 

law. 

21. Phosphate products have also experienced pricing cycles. As an example, 
during 1967 phosphate rock was contracted at approximately $3.00 dollars 
per ton, f.o.b. or even less and seven years later, prices reach levels of 
about $80.00 per ton. 

22. All the above is of a great concern to net Importer countries or regions 
such as Latin America since fertilizers demand is in proportion to agricultural 
production and re'ated to population increase; Latin America as a whole has a 
growth rate of 3 percent per year. Consequently, the countries of the Region 
must decided,  if during international fertilizers crisis they should be importers 
and not develop domestic fertilizer   projects, and to keep their position of 
net importers, or importers of agricultural products. 

2 .PRESENT FORM AND MECHANISM FOR CO-OPERATION IN LATIN AMERICA. 

23. In Latin America there exist several organizations with the same common 
objective: regional co-operation. ALALC or LAFTA (Latin American Free Trade 
Association), the Central America Common Market, the Cartagena Agreement- 
Andean Group Countries    the SE LA (Latin America Economic System) and 
ADIFAL (Latin American   Association for the Development of the Fertilizer 
Industry). 

24. The above indicated organizations cover basically the following: 
agreements to liberalize trade barriers (tariffs, import controls,etc.) at all 



Regional levels; agreements to allocate production paints; preference in 
transportation and exchange of information. 

2.1 ALALC 

25. Agreements were made to liberalize trade barriers for fertilizers however, 
due to international market conditions and the Region being unable to reach 
selfsuficiency in production, for practical purposes very little has been 
achieved. Imports are being made to the Region on nouai terms independent 
of its origen. 

2.2 ADIFAL 

26. Anewly born association,  only two years 'Id end a result of the recent 
fertilizer crisis, and is a technical consult ncy association on frrtilizer 
affairs. To Adifal are associated over 30 companies, private or sate owned, 
with its official residence in Mexico City. The following are its more 
important objectives: to study and suggest politics of production and consumption, 
in order to avoid scarcity and over pi eduction; gathers and publish information 
about developments in the fertilizer industry and coordinate supply programs 
among its associates. 

27. So far, in Adifal has implemented the following forms of co-operation: 
three Latin American Congresses; every two weeks all associates are informed 
via telex about current international fertilizer prices; a bulletin is published • 
every month; valuable marketing advice is being given about international 
prices with important savings for the buyer, including advice as when and where 
to buy; exchange of information about fertilizers regional requirements; an 
Adifal/Isma   Conference is being organized regarding the use of fertilizers; on 
behalf of its associates, Adifal have obtained quotations with economic 
benefits; and very soon an agreement for Regional co-operation will be made 
with ANDA from Brazil. 

2.3 SEIA 

28. The SELA was formed during October 1975 to stablish a permanent system 
of economic and social co-operation, and coordination, with the purpose among 
others of conciliating the better use of human, natural, technical and financing 
resources of the Region through the formation and promotion of Latin American 
multinational companies; to estimúlate reasonable levels of production and 
supply of agricultural products. To perform the above mentioned, SELA has 
organized several Action Committees such as the Action Committe to Produce 
Fertilizers and Raw Material with the following objectifs: Regional co-operation 
to promote and increase production of fertilizers and raw materials; to stimulate 
the efficient use of fertilizers;   to make the Region selfsufficient in production; 
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to promote the exchange of marketing and technical information; to Etn.rnjhton 
n.-cjotiating capacity through joint purchases and to promote the < .nubi; Jv ;r,.- nt 
of multinational companies. 

29. This Action Committee has done numerous research works and has held 
meetings with several international organizations, to implement in a r.hort !• r:.i 
their objectives. SELA and ADIFAL have discussed and compared activities in 
order to complement strategies and avoid duplicity. 

2 . 4 CO-OPEJIAJION AMONG. STATE JOWNED. rNTER PR IS ES. 

30. Reyional co-operation among state owned and private ent> rprises is at 
present being performed. Technicians from Venezuela have visited scv< ral UM. : 
rnexican facilities to learn how to operate anhydrous ammonia and ur> a ;' .rts 
including administrative training; Costa Rica has received the --isit of 
Colombian engineers to learn bulk blending procedures. Throu-jh ADIFAL, 
Mexico is showing to Argentina its liquids fertilizers application program 
which has the objective of reducing Mexico's dependence on imported nitrogen 
base solid fertilisers. 

3.OPPORTUNITIES FOR INCREASED CO-OPERATION AMONG IATÎN AMERICAN 
CPJJN TRIES. 

3 1 . The efforts of any association, system or organization to promote regional» 
co-operation and integration or implementation are useless, if their objectives 
are not practical, feasible and realistic. 

3.1 TRADING 

32. Trading among ADIFAL members is at a most unsatisfactory level. 

3.2 MARKET SURVEYS 

33. At world level ADIFAL has prepared for all its associates, an anhydrous 
ammonia survey. The purpose of this work is to show who is who in the industry, 
what is being done, who and where is the production, and its short term 
future. However, it is recognized that due to limited human and economic 
resources, surveys as the above mentioned will be limited. 

3.3 PREFERENCE AGREEMENTS 

34. Eventhough ADIFAL has proposed the giving of preferences to Regional 
producers, results are not encouraging. It is reported that on several tenders, 
Regional products have not given any preference. Also, is recognized that 
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1¡> • 11 -r r. :; ¡lis uro oHained v.'lii-n direct n< got : at ions aro r;¡ade. Central 
'...•:• :¡ca is given piativo pr-f "-.ice to Mexican cinhy.hous aromonia and 
Erazil as well. 

35. Must bo pointed out, that negotiations ! tv.' .n eo-intri ^s of the Region 
t..';cs lev:..;or than ucci. r.saiy a.,d .\y.ild 1 ,.v b n acyly concluded with the 
j. irt i ci potion of a third p.iity loc-ited in cw.mLry uatsidc the Region. 

3.4 >o •'. "Rc;rs O!' s l'i H.Y 

36. '':"••,•!   iiïly,  the l-.ü.j.  it ¡ne'-jtion edacity is located in Mexico followed 
by V--.1 '/j' la. In addition, to the anhydrous ammonia and urea being exported 
from the mentioned countries, phosphoric acid and triple superphosphate 
ar:; nvailcble w:diin the Region r.everthok cs this ar"? b   ing .:x ported, mostly, 
o i'.ele Latin Ar.\eric=>. Regional producers rust co,..;:-.-te with out of the Region 
i objets,  since tariff preferences are not in forced. \V!v never Colombia or 
C ¡ni ral Ar.  rica have fertilizer formulas for export must face full world 
competition. 

3.5 [MRFCiORirS 

37. In order to l-new the latin A;:;* lican capacities and to be acquainted with 
all its facilities, ADIi'AL on lxhalf of its associates is preparing a directory 
listing Regional piodncers, capacities and range of products,  also a 
directory which covers detailed information regarding ports and dock facilities» 

3 .6 EXPERTISE IMPROVEMENT 

38. Within Latin America there exists very considerable expertise, but due 
to administrative changes these are frecuently neglected. ADIFAL is preparing 
a directory of experts on fertilizers at all levels. However, it should be upon 
the consciouses of those responsable each country the destiny of or company, 
in selecting amongst its human resources, the best and avoid if possible 
frecuent changes otherwise it will be in the detriment of their fertilizer industry. 

3 . 7 JOINT VENTURES 

39. International market conditions including availability of equipment to 
build plants also availability of basic raw materials, fertilizers price variations , 
over supply and dumping from outside the Region including the special interests 
of each country in Latin America, joint ventures are not easily performed. 

3 .8 WORLD SOURCES OF SUPPLY 

40. ADIFAL has been active in participating at all international and world level 
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v  "is, to improve its knowledge of sources of supply, collect and distribute 
¡••f'-r.'rution on prevailing world fertilizer prices. Notwithstanding,   Latin Am.iJa 
is a not importer of fertilizers, attemps to make joint purchases of raw materials 
.: id fini'hod fertilizers from outside the Region,  are negligible. Cach country 
or enterprise  prefers to carry out their imports in accordance to domestic 
i   'julations by law. 

. OPPORTUN rmj^p^ 0L ,S[DE THE REG!OVJ 

:i .   "Ve r  .-'iii-L-r industry demands largo cc.pit.1 ¡ -.-.-     _     — 
.M  s l':ic is a KM;!  n to their economies.   It rhouk! c!o 

;' rit tre building of I rtilizer plants -akei. t.". ¡vie.   There ..e? ce 
rj< -jion that are obliged to export substantial ammounts of IòV» 

^3 ^•|'.y.;ru,:s ar.v.ouia h<vi phosphoric acid, due to •.!«-.:'. -.:. 
úhüst at the sui;)." Irne,   . -.rchasing on world market *ii\i-'..;-: 

....itiidetho Fwgion,  th,re • ,.ists large fertilizers  ,uo lac ;s re Lhwithstanding 
tnoy arc not importi is of basic feedstocks. Mexico has studio the possibility 
of exchanging anhydrous ammonia for urea with producers located in'the 
UnU-'d States and Spain. 

: -.-' LOX many 
recognised, 

.tries within t!\ 
~cteiials such 
'.on capacity. 
'crLilizers. A-r.i 

42 It is a must to improve experience and expert-se of ¡.¿rso.nnel dealing 
with international markets and plant operations. This ca be achieved by 
. xchange of personnel, training courses, attendance to seminars and confère 
dt international and world levels. 
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•'.BTE 1. TATjNAMERICA:_N P K SUPPLY DEMAND BALANCE 

1;/r-]y?6 

1976-1977 

19 7 7-1278 

1973-1979 

1972-1980 

1980-1981 

1981-1982 

illion in -trie tons) 

N P205 JK2Ç 

•-0./8 -0.&5 -0.94 

-0.83 -0.93 -1.17 

-0.90 -1 .10 -1 .28 

-0.68 -1 .28 ••' .10 

-0.76 -1.30 -1.53 

-0.85 -1 .12 -1.67 

-0.93 -1.01 -1.81 

TO .\\,%\i,y;cz_ 

-2.37 

-?.93 

-3.18 

-3.36 

-3.59 

-3.64 

-3.75 

Source: FAO/UNIDO/WORLD BANK WORKING GROUP ON FERTILIZERS. 
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TABLE 2. WORLD CONSUMFVfQN OK M   RO: ••AT HR'!:'  /..R 
(million molric t.os « :   îi'ru..   n) 

vr/,R_ 
R! '".if 

DEVELOP! D 
res.: 

1   ;:   •"'••[(   '.- 

1 J.Y 

'•••.'•• f;'r'A, 

TOTAL. 

1975-1976 19.18 5.',5 1 6 . 54 ?..<'\ 13.30 

1976-1977 20.01 6.55 15.97 2.32 45.85 

1977-1978 20.92 7.50 18.63 2. Í; 2 49.57 

1978-1979 21.58 8.39 19.85 2.72 52.54 

1979-1980 22.47 9.17 21 .23 2.96 55.88 

1980-1981 23.52 9.94 22.85 3.22 59.53 

1981-1982 24.51 10.81 24.28 3.49 63.09 

Source: TAO/UN IDO/WORLD BANK WORKING GROUP ON FERTILIZERS. 
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TABU: 3. WORLD CONSUMPTION OF PHOSPHATL FERTILIZER, 
(million inedie tons of P205) 

I)J:VFIO,'I p 
ONSj 
DEvnopprG 

CENTRALLY LATIN 
A M F RICA 

TOTAL. 
Y-:AR .PJANNED.. WORLD 

19/5-19 76 12.20 2.16 8.17 1 .51 24.04 

1976-1977 12.84 2.53 9.14 1.77 26.28 

1977-1978 13.49 2.91 9.83 1 .96 28.19 

1978-1979 14.04 3.27 10.51 2.14 29.96 

1:^79-1980 14.58 3.65 11.33 2.33 31.89 

1980-1981 15.01 3.91 12.05 2.51 33.48 

1981-1982 15.45 4.21 12.80 2.67 35.13 

Source: FAO/UN IDO WORLD BANK WORKING GROUP ON FERTILIZERS. 
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TABLE 4. WORLD CONSUMPTION OF POTASH rERTJUZER 
(million m ?tric tons of-K20) 

frEQIONS 

Develoned Deve lo ning 
Centrally 

Planned 
Latir 

America 
World 
Total 

1975-1376 10.45 0.91 9.02 0.95 21.33 

1976-1977 11.90 1.17 9.49 1.20 23.76 

1977-1978 12.46 1.30 9.38 1.31 24.95 

1978-1979 12.71 1.45 10.36 1.43 25.95 

1979-1980 13.05 1.59 10.94 1.43 27.14 

1980-1981 13.44 1.73 11.45 1.56 28.32 

1981-1982 13.88 1.86 12.06 1.84 29.64 

Source: FAO/UNIDO/WORLD BANK WORKING GROUP ON FERTILIZERS. 
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Source: FAO/UN IDO/WORLD BANK WORKING ON FERTILIZERS. 

W* 
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TABLE 5. WORLD CONSUMPTION OF N P K   NUTRIENTS 
(m lllion metric tons) 

P (ÎI0NS 

Dovolonfv J      Tievploninr '¡ont rally latin Work! 
"I urine H Amoriea Total 

19/5-1976 41.83 8.62 33.73 4.49 ': c . C 7 

1976-1977 44.75 10.25 35.60 5.29 9 5.69 

1977-1978 46.85 11.71 38.34 5.79 lC-'.u? 

1978-1979 48.33 13.11 40.72 6.29 108.45 

1979-1D80 50.10 14.41 43.55 6.85 114.91 

1980-1981 51.97 15.58 46.35 7.43 121.33 

1981-1982 53.84 16.88 49.14 8.00 127.86 
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TAB',E 6.   LATIN AMERICA;  NITROGENOUS FFRTILIZERS:  PRODUCTION CAPACITY 
AND SUPPLY CAPAPlljjnfTmillion'mgtrie ton» of nitrogen]"   "" 

YFAR 
PRODUCTION 

CAPACITY ' 
SUPPLY 

CAPABILITY DIWETENCR 

197S-197-Í 
197^-1977 

1977-197" 

197'--107«) 

1979-19^0 

19p0-19"1 
19M_19>? 

?.l>2 

3.1? 

4.03 

4.07 

4.40 

1.c;9 

1.°9 

1.25 

1.49 

1.7? 

2.04 

2.20 

2.37 

?.rj6 

1.27 

1.63 

2.31 

2.03 

2.20 

2.5? 

2.33 

Sour-r:     KAO/lTTTTDO/VfORT.D TWNV WORKING 01 0(P ON F*! TTUZKRS 
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TAIM.K 7.    LATIN AMERICA;  PHOSPHATE FPRTILIZERS:  PRODUCTION CAPACITY 
AND    SUPPLY CAPABILITY    (million metric tone of phosphate) 

PRODUCTION SUPPLY 
YKAR CAPACITY CAPABILITY DIFFEFFHCE 

1975-1976 0.3« 0.38 —_ 

1976-1977 0^40 0.38 0.02 
I977-I97P 0.40 0.37 0.03 

197°-1979 0.40 0.37 0.03 
1979-19*0 0.45 0.45 — 

19Q0-19«1 0.84 0.60 0.24 
19^1-198? 0.«4 0.72 0.12 

Source:    FAO/UNIDO/WORLD BANK WORKING OFOUP ON FERTILIZDIS. 

Note: One ton of ohoaohate • 2.29 tons of phosphate 205. 
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